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Background Mandarin Chinese has a rich repertoire of high-frequency speech
sounds. This may pose a remarkable challenge to hearing-impaired listeners who
speak Mandarin Chinese because of their high-frequency sloping hearing loss. An
adaptive nonlinear frequency compression (adaptive NLFC) algorithm has been
implemented in contemporary hearing aids to alleviate the problem.
Purpose The present study examined the performance of speech perception and soundquality rating in Mandarin-speaking hearing-impaired listeners using hearing aids ﬁtted
with adaptive NLFC (i.e., SoundRecover2 or SR2) at different parameter settings.
Research Design Hearing-impaired listeners’ phoneme detection thresholds, speech
reception thresholds, and sound-quality ratings were collected with various SR2
settings.
Study Sample The participants included 15 Mandarin-speaking adults aged 32 to
84 years old who had symmetric sloping severe-to-profound sensorineural hearing loss.
Intervention The participants were ﬁtted bilaterally with Phonak Naida V90-SP
hearing aids.
Data Collection and Analysis The outcome measures included phoneme detection
threshold using the Mandarin Phonak Phoneme Perception test, speech reception
threshold using the Mandarin hearing in noise test (M-HINT), and sound-quality ratings
on human speech in quiet and noise, bird chirps, and music in quiet. For each test, ﬁve
experimental settings were applied and compared: SR2-off, SR2-weak, SR2-default,
SR2-strong 1, and SR2-strong 2.
Results The results showed that listeners performed signiﬁcantly better with SR2strong 1 and SR2-strong 2 settings than with SR2-off or SR2-weak settings for speech
reception threshold and phoneme detection threshold. However, no signiﬁcant
improvement was observed in sound-quality ratings among different settings.
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Frequency lowering, a signal-processing technique that essentially shifts inaudible high-frequency information to the
audible lower-frequency region, has been widely used in
hearing aids to help hearing-impaired listeners gain accessibility to the linguistic information contained in the highfrequency region (see Simpson,1 Mao et al,2 and Simpson
et al3 for reviews). Among the various types of frequencylowering techniques, nonlinear frequency compression
(NLFC) has drawn a great deal of attention from hearing
aid research community.1,2
In contrast to linear frequency compression, where all
frequency components are lowered by a constant factor, the
NLFC algorithm uses a predeﬁned cut-off frequency (CT) and
compression ratio (CR) such that all input signals above the
CT are compressed into the output frequency area that is
between the CT and the maximum output frequency of the
NLFC algorithm. Higher frequencies above the CT are compressed in greater amounts than lower frequencies above the
CT. Through disproportionally compressing high-frequency
components to the low-frequency regions, the inaudible high
frequencies become audible to the hearing aid users.4–7
SoundRecover (SR) by Phonak Naída is an NLFC algorithm
commercially used in modern hearing aids.8 While NLFC
enables hearing-impaired listeners to gain access to inaudible high frequencies, to those listeners with severe hearing
loss who have very limited output bandwidth and require a
more aggressive parameter setting (e.g., a lower CT and a
higher CR), low-frequency sounds (e.g., vowels and sonorant
consonants) might be adversely affected due to potential
distortions of the spectral structure.7 To further improve the
audibility for listeners with severe hearing impairment and
maintain the spectral shape of vowels and low-frequency
speech signals, an adaptive NLFC algorithm (known as SoundRecover2 or SR2) was developed.9 The algorithm uses two
cut-offs, one lower cut-off (CT1) and one higher cut-off (CT2).
The selection of CT1 or CT2 is automatically determined by
the short-term energy distribution of the input signal. When
the energy of the incoming signal mainly resides in lowfrequency regions, CT2 is applied. On the other hand, when
the incoming acoustic energy is located in high-frequency
regions, CT1 is used. This adaptive selection of the CTs
maintains the vowel formant structures and maximizes
the access to high-frequency sounds.7,9 Clinically, the settings of CT1, CT2, and CR depend on the severity of the
hearing loss. The range of CT1 is between 800 and 7,000 Hz
and that of CT2 is between 1,600 and 7,700 Hz. The CR is set
between 1.1 and 1.5.
As reviewed in Mao et al,2 Simpson et al,3 and Akinseye
et al,10 there have been several studies evaluating the efﬁcacy
of NLFC with different parameter settings on speech perception in hearing-impaired listeners (e.g., Alexander and Rallapalli,6 Brennan et al,11 Ching et al,12 Glista et al,13 Wolfe

et al,14–16 Wright et al,17 McCreery et al,31 Hopkins et al32).
Only a few studies provided data regarding speech perception
of English-speaking hearing-impaired people using adaptive
NLFC-ﬁtted hearing devices with different parameter settings,
which might be because the adaptive NLFC is a newly developed algorithm and has not been widely adopted yet. Wolfe
et al16 compared the performance of speech perception with
NLFC and adaptive NLFC in 14 hearing-impaired Englishspeaking children with mild-to-moderate low-frequency
hearing loss and severe-to-profound high-frequency hearing
loss. The perceptual ability was evaluated through several tests
including the University of Western Ontario (UWO) plurals
test,18 Consonant–nucleus–consonant (CNC) monosyllabic
word recognition test,19 and Phonak Phoneme Perception
test (PPT).20 The authors found that these children demonstrated a higher recognition accuracy with the adaptive NLFCﬁtted device than with the static NLFC-ﬁtted device for the
UWO plural test and CNC word recognition test. Moreover,
many children showed lower recognition thresholds in PPT
with adaptive NLFC than with static NLFC.
Glista et al21 tested phoneme perception with adaptive
NLFC, static NLFC, and conventional processing (i.e., no
frequency compression) in eight hearing-impaired listeners,
including both children and young adults. The phoneme
perception tasks included detection, distinction, and recognition of selected English consonant sounds. The test materials for phoneme detection were English high-frequency
sounds /ʃ/ centered at 3,000 and 5,000 Hz and /s/ centered at
6,000 and 9,000 Hz. For phoneme distinction, /ʃ/ centered at
5,000 Hz and /s/ centered at 6,000 Hz were used. For phoneme recognition, seven English consonants, /d/, /f/, /h/, /k/,
/m/, /s/, and /ʃ/, were used. The results suggested that while
both types of NLFC algorithms outperformed the conventional processing, the adaptive NLFC did not provide additional perception beneﬁt compared with the static NLFC in
phoneme perception tests. In a more recent study, Glista and
colleagues22 assessed sound-quality ratings in normal-hearing adults and children as well as hearing-impaired adults
and children with static NLFC or adaptive NLFC. The soundquality rating was tested in individually ﬁne-tuned and
intentionally modiﬁed conditions. The results suggested
that while both normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners rated the stimuli that were intentionally modiﬁed to
have poor sound quality as having below-average scores, the
hearing-impaired listeners provided similar above-average
ratings for sound quality with all static and adaptive NLFC
settings.
So far, little data have been reported on the usage of the
adaptive NLFC on non-English-speaking hearing-impaired
listeners. To ﬁll this knowledge gap, the present study was
conducted to (1) evaluate the effect of adaptive NLFC algorithm (i.e., SR2) in participants who speak and listen to
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Conclusions These preliminary ﬁndings suggested that the adaptive NLFC algorithm
provides perceptual beneﬁt to Mandarin-speaking people with severe-to-profound
hearing loss.
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Mandarin Chinese and (2) evaluate the effect of different
adaptive NLFC parameter settings on speech perception.
Mandarin Chinese has systematic differences from English
in the phonetic system. Particularly, in terms of high-frequency speech sounds, Mandarin has three sibilant fricatives
(/s, ɕ, ʂ/) and six affricates (/ts, tsʰ, tɕ, tɕʰ, tʂ, tʂʰ/) that present a
three-way contrast of alveolar–alveolopalatal–retroﬂex
postalveolar for the place of articulation. The three-way
contrasts in the high-frequency speech signal present particular challenges for Mandarin-speaking hearing-impaired
listeners. The present study was designed to examine whether the adaptive NLFC improves speech perception for Mandarin-speaking hearing aid users. In addition, this study
aimed at evaluating whether the current parameter settings
yield perceptual beneﬁts for Mandarin-speaking hearingimpaired listeners or not.

Methods
Participants
The participants included 15 Mandarin-speaking adults (2
females and 13 males) with symmetric, sloping severe-toprofound sensorineural hearing loss. The participants were
between 32 and 84 years old with an average age of 67.5 years
(standard deviation ¼ 15.3 years). The adaptive NLFC has been
recommended for hearing-impaired listeners with high-frequency loss, including those with severe-to-profound hearing
loss, left corner audiograms, and ski-slope losses.9 For the
present study, all participants met the candidacy for adaptive
NLFC. The exclusion criteria were as follows: unilateral, mild or
moderate, ﬂat or reversed shaped or conductive hearing loss,
not being a native speaker of Mandarin, or having a language
disability that could interfere with testing. The individual and

group mean unaided audiometric thresholds of the 15 participants are plotted in ►Fig. 1. The air conduction thresholds
were measured with an Aurical audiometer and circumaural
TDH 39 headphones. A B transducer was used to measure bone
conduction thresholds. Tympanometry was conducted with a
Madsen OtoFlex 100 tympanometer to exclude conductive
hearing loss. Each participant had at least 3 months of hearing
aid experience, but none of them had experience using any
kind of devices ﬁtted with frequency-lowering algorithms. No
participant reported to have cognitive or speech–language
impairments. The use of human subjects was reviewed and
approved by the Institutional Review Board of Ohio University
and participants signed a consent form prior to participating in
the study.

Hearing Aid Fitting
The participants were ﬁtted bilaterally with Phonak Naida
V90-SP behind-the-ear hearing aids. The participants could
use their own earmolds as long as the condition and vent of
the earmolds were deemed good. Otherwise, newly made
earmolds were provided with vents according to the recommendation in Target ﬁtting software version 5.2. The hearing
aids were ﬁtted with Adaptive Phonak Digital Tonal gain
prescription developed for tonal languages. A 100% gain level
was applied to match estimated targets as estimated by the
ﬁtting software. The RECD (real-ear-to-coupler difference)
was estimated based on the feedback and real-ear test
conducted in the ﬁtting software. The feedback and realear test measures of the feedback path provided an estimate
of the vent loss and corresponding compensation. A manual
listening program for speech in quiet and another for speech
in noise were created and used in the corresponding speech
test conditions. Adaptive parameters, such as noise
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Fig. 1 Audiometric results in the left and right ears for all participants. The thick black line shows the average of the hearing thresholds across all
participants.
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Table 1 The SR2 parameters based on a ﬁtting with the
average hearing loss of all subjects

The outcome measures included speech perception and
sound-quality ratings. Speech perception included the phoneme detection test and speech reception threshold (SRT)
test in quiet and in noise. The phoneme detection was tested
using the Mandarin version of PPT (M-PPT). M-PPT consists
of three subtests that assess three aspects of perceptual
ability for the Mandarin-speaking population: detection,
distinction, and recognition. In the present study, the detection subtest was used. The ﬁve high-frequency stimuli for the
detection subtest included /ʂ/ centered at 3,000 Hz (“sh3”)
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Fig. 2 The testbox measurements of hearing aid outputs in response
to speech signals “s” (top panel), “sh” (middle panel), and ISTS
(bottom panel) measured with a ﬁtting based on the average hearing
loss of all subjects. Different curves represent different SR2 settings.
The thick blue line represents the average audiograms of all subjects.
ISTS, International Speech Test Signal.
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ISTS and phoneme “sh” were audible in all SR2 settings
including the SR2-off condition for all subjects. Phoneme
“s” was audible in the SR2-default setting in seven of the 15
subjects and in SR2-strong 1 and SR2-strong 2 settings in all
15 subjects.

Output (dB SPL)

cancellation, transient noise reduction, feedback cancellation, beamformer, and binaural coordination, were set to
default values as recommended by the ﬁtting software to
create a realistic hearing aid ﬁtting and support speech
understanding in the speech in noise test. Fine tuning was
allowed if the participants reported that the hearing aids
were too soft or too loud. For some participants, the overall
loudness was reduced using the overall gain level, which can
be set to 70, 80, 90, 100, or 110%.
The order of the ﬁve experimental settings (i.e., SR2-off,
SR2-default, SR2-weak, SR2-strong 1, and SR2-strong 2) was
randomized for each participant. The CTs and CR were
changed by adjusting two sliders in the software. In the ﬁrst,
a 20-step slider, moving the slider to the left (Audibility)
decreased the CT1 and CT2 and moving the slider to the right
(Distinction) increased the CT1 and CT2. The CR changed
relative to the position of CT1 and CT2. A second, 4-point
slider allowed the change of the position of CT1 and CT2
without changing the CR. CT1 and CT2 could be adjusted in a
limited range that was determined by the position of the ﬁrst
slider. Moving the slider to the left (position “a,” more
Clarity) could decrease CT1 and CT2 and moving the slider
to the right (position “d,” Comfort) could increase CT1 and
CT2. However, in the present study, the second slider
remained at the default position “a” for all ﬁttings. All SR2
adjustments in this study were applied using only the ﬁrst
slider. Therefore, the ﬁve experimental settings were (1) SR2off, (2) SR2-default (parameters calculated based on audiogram), (3) SR2-weak (three steps toward Distinction relative
to default on the ﬁrst slider), (4) SR2-strong 1 (three steps
toward Audibility relative to default on the ﬁrst slider), and
(5) SR2-strong 2 (six steps toward Audibility relative to
default on the ﬁrst slider). ►Table 1 shows the parameters
of the four SR2 settings based on a ﬁtting with the average
hearing loss of all subjects.
For each individual, the testbox measurements of hearing
aid outputs in response to the phonemes “s,” “sh,” and the
ISTS (International Speech Test Signal)23,24 presented at
65 dB (sound pressure level, SPL) were performed in the
Audioscan Veriﬁt with a 2-cc coupler. The hearing aid was
set to a listening program for quiet environment with
adaptive parameters disabled and the SR2 was set as described above. ►Fig. 2 shows such measurements based on
the average hearing loss of all subjects. The testbox measurements performed based on individuals’ hearing thresholds
showed similar results as represented in ►Fig. 2, that is, the
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and 5,000 Hz (“sh5”), /s/ centered at 6,000 Hz (“s6”) and
9,000 Hz (“s9”), and /ɕ/ (“x”).
The SRT was tested using the extended version of Mandarin-hearing in noise test (M-HINT). Developed from the
original M-HINT,25 the extended M-HINT consists of 24 lists.
Each list consists of 10 sentences and each sentence is made
of 10 Chinese characters. The participants were seated in a
sound booth. Their heads were situated at 0° azimuth, 1.45 m
from the loudspeaker. One randomly selected and randomly
ordered sentence list was presented to each participant. The
participants were required to repeat what they had heard,
and their responses were counted in the speech test software
by an experimenter sitting outside of the booth. The speech
signals were initially set at 65 dB(A) for testing in quiet. The
output level was adaptively changed to yield the SRT, i.e., 50%
sentence recognition accuracy. When testing in noise, a
speech-spectrum-shaped noise was set at 60 dB(A) and the
speech signals were adaptively varied to reach the SRT in
noise, i.e., the signal-to-noise ratio that yielded 50% sentence
recognition accuracy.
In addition to the speech perception abilities, participants’
subjective ratings for different types of sounds were collected. The stimuli for the sound-quality rating included male
speech in quiet, male speech in noise, female speech in quiet,
female speech in noise, bird chirps, and music in quiet. The
male and female voices were recordings of a text read aloud
by native Mandarin speakers. The text was a paragraph of
127 Chinese characters and the lengths of the recordings
were 34 and 36 seconds for the male and female voices,
respectively. The bird chirps were originally provided in
MATLAB which contained eight chirps. We duplicated the
bird chirps three times so that the ﬁnal stimuli contained 24
chirps and lasted 5.5 seconds. The music stimulus was a
recorded piano performance of a classic Chinese folk music
that was known to all participants. The duration of the music
stimulus was 105 seconds. All stimuli were presented from a
loudspeaker situated at 0° azimuth and 1.45 m away from the
participant. The stimulus levels were set to match natural
sound levels. The human voices were presented at 65 dB(A) in
quiet and 60 dB(A) in noise. The noise was the speechspectrum-shaped noise presented at a level of 65 dB(A).
The bird chirps and music were presented at 65 and 70 dB
(A), respectively. The stimuli were recorded prior to the data
collection using hearing aids that were programmed with
the participants’ individual ﬁtting. The hearing aids were
placed on a head and torso simulator (KEMAR) and the
electrical output signal was recorded through a soundcard.
For the rating, participants wore another pair of hearing aids
with their individual earmolds. The prerecorded stimuli
were electrically routed to those hearing aids and played
back upon pressing a button on a screen. This allowed for a
calibrated presentation of the sounds while maintaining the
natural acoustics of an individual earmold. For each type of
tested sounds (i.e., male voice in quiet and in noise, female
male voice in quiet and in noise, bird chirps, and music in
quiet), the participants were asked to rate the loudness,
familiarity, clarity, unusualness, and overall sound quality
on a 5-point categorical rating scale.
Journal of the American Academy of Audiology
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Procedures
Each participant attended three appointments. During the
ﬁrst appointment, a hearing test was conducted to determine the type and severity of hearing loss. Then, each
participant was tested with one list of M-HINT sentences
in a quiet listening condition with the participant’s own
hearing aids. Only participants who scored 60% correct in
the M-HINT sentence recognition test were enrolled for the
subsequent perceptual tasks in the present study. Those who
scored <60% correct for M-HINT sentence recognition in
quiet would not be able to measure a reliable SRT and
were thus excluded from the study. Due to time constraints,
the participants were asked to come back in two additional
appointments to complete the hearing aid ﬁtting, speech
recognition testing, and sound-quality rating. The second
appointment occurred 1 or 2 weeks after the ﬁrst appointment. Each participant was ﬁtted bilaterally with the Phonak
hearing aids with SR2 activated. Then speech tests in quiet
and noise were administered, followed by the detection
subtest of M-PPT. In the third appointment, which occurred
1 or 2 weeks after the second appointment, the soundquality rating task was performed. For each test, the ﬁve
different settings of SR2 were applied and compared. The
testing order of the settings was randomized.

Results
►Fig. 3 presents the M-PPT detection threshold for the ﬁve
speech stimuli. Among the ﬁve stimuli, “s9” had the highest
detection threshold while “sh3” had the lowest detection
threshold. The stimulus “x” showed a similar threshold to
“s6.” Among the ﬁve experimental settings, all ﬁve stimuli
showed lower detection thresholds with the two stronger
settings (i.e., SR2-strong 1 and SR2-strong 2) than with the
weak setting (i.e., SR2-weak). Since the sample size was
small, Friedman rank sum tests were used to examine the
differences among the ﬁve SR2 settings for each speech
stimulus. The results showed signiﬁcant differences for
“s6,” “s9,” “sh5,” and “x” (all p < 0.05) but not for “sh3”
(p > 0.05). The Wilcoxon signed-rank test was conducted
for subsequent pairwise comparisons. Bonferroni corrections were applied for multiple comparisons. The results
revealed no signiﬁcant results between any two settings for
“sh5.” For the other three stimuli “s6,” “s9,” and “x,” the
detection threshold with SR2-off was signiﬁcantly higher
than those with SR2-default, SR2-strong 1, and SR2-strong 2
(all p < 0.005). The detection threshold of SR2-weak was
signiﬁcantly higher than those of SR2-strong 1 and SR2strong 2 (all p < 0.005). In addition, the detection threshold
with SR2-default was signiﬁcantly lower than that of SR2weak for “s6” (p ¼ 0.003). The detection threshold with SR2strong 2 was also signiﬁcantly lower than that of SR2-default
for “s9” (p ¼ 0.001). Finally, the detection threshold with
SR2-strong 1 was signiﬁcantly lower than that of SR2-default
for “x” (p ¼ 0.002).
►Fig. 4 shows the SRTs in quiet and noise with the ﬁve
experimental settings. There were little differences between
the SR2-off and SR2-weak settings. All three other settings
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demonstrated observable lower SRTs than the SR2-off and
SR2-weak settings. Meanwhile, the SRTs with the two stronger settings did not differ much from that with the default
setting. Friedman rank sum tests were used to compare the
SRT results in quiet and in noise conditions, respectively,
among the ﬁve SR2 settings. The results showed signiﬁcant
differences in both quiet and noise (p < 0.01). Pair-wise
comparison was conducted using the Wilcoxon signedrank test with Bonferroni correction applied for multiple
comparisons. The results showed signiﬁcantly lower SRTs for
SR2-strong 1 and SR2-strong 2 than for SR2-off in quiet
(p < 0.005). For speech test in noise, the SR2-strong 1 showed
signiﬁcantly lower SRTs than SR2-off and SR2-weak conditions (p < 0.005).
As a group, no signiﬁcant differences were found in soundquality ratings regarding the loudness, familiarity, clarity,
unusualness, and overall sound quality among the ﬁve SR2
settings for all types of tested sounds (Friedman rank sum test,
all p > 0.05). All settings were rated as “just right” in terms of
loudness. ►Fig. 5 shows the overall sound-quality rating
scores for the four types of sounds in each SR2 setting. To
simplify the data presentation, the rating scores of male voice
in quiet and noise conditions were pooled together. Likewise,
the rating scores of female voice in quiet and noise conditions
were pooled together. Among the four different types of
sounds, bird chirps were rated with the lowest overall
sound-quality scores while music and male speech were rated
with higher overall sound-quality scores. In addition, for both
music and female voice, the overall sound quality with SR2strong 2 was rated with lower score than with other settings.
Note that no signiﬁcant results were obtained for all soundquality ratings. The variation in sound-quality ratings did not
suggest the superiority of one setting to the other.

Bird

Discussion
This preliminary study reported the performance of speech
perception and sound-quality rating through hearing aids
ﬁtted with various settings of an adaptive NLFC algorithm in
Mandarin-speaking hearing-impaired adults. As Mandarin is
characterized by a richer number of high-frequency sounds in
comparison to English,26 the present study provides valuable
information regarding the application of adaptive NLFC to a
non-English-speaking population. Such information is valuable for future research in NLFC. Our results demonstrated that
the speech detection and recognition performance in the
Mandarin-speaking hearing-impaired listeners improved as
a result of the stronger SR2 settings, when compared with the
SR2-off or SR2-weak settings. However, no signiﬁcant improvement was observed in different aspects of sound-quality
rating among those SR2 settings.
PPT was designed to evaluate the efﬁcacy of frequencylowering algorithms. In M-PPT, speech signals unique in
Mandarin Chinese were used to evaluate detection and recognition ability. With the processed high-frequency stimuli
centered at different frequencies, M-PPT is sensitive to different SR2 settings for high-frequency phonemes in Mandarin
Chinese. Our results showed that for the high-frequency
sounds /s/ (both “s6” and “s9”) and /ɕ/ (“x”), the participants
demonstrated improved detection ability as reﬂected by a
signiﬁcantly reduced threshold with SR2 activated in comparison to SR2-off (►Fig. 3). Moreover, the detection ability
improved further from the SR2-default setting to stronger
settings. However, for the sound /ʂ/, especially “sh3” that is
characterized by frequency components in a lower frequency
range, the detection thresholds did not show signiﬁcant
changes across different settings. Note that the detection
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threshold for the sound /ʂ/, especially “sh3,” was already low
enough with SR2-off. The testbox measurements also conﬁrmed that phoneme “sh” was audible in all SR2 settings
including the SR2-off condition (►Fig. 2).
The improved perceptual ability was also reﬂected by
decreased speech recognition thresholds measured with MHINT sentences in both quiet and noise conditions when SR2
was activated. An improved speech recognition performance
was found with stronger SR2 settings. The improvement was
even more evident for the SR2-strong 1 setting as compared to
the SR2-off setting (►Fig. 4). As shown in ►Fig. 2, the SR2weak setting provided limited beneﬁt in audibility. The SR2default setting provided a marginal beneﬁt in audibility,
whereas SR2-strong 1 and particularly SR2-strong 2 settings
provided greater beneﬁt in audibility to high-frequency
speech signals. Note that SR2 settings were always calculated
based on the better ear if side-independent calculation was
deactivated. However, highly asymmetrical audiograms were
necessary to measure a beneﬁt of side-independent calculation. Since all participants in the present study had a symmetrical hearing loss, this calculation approach is not expected to
have great inﬂuence on the study outcomes. For the two SR2strong settings, SR2-strong 2 had a lower cut-off but a higher
CR in comparison to SR2-strong 1, which resulted in a visible
change of output for higher amplitude for frequency at 2.5 kHz.
However, the recognition performance of SR2-strong 2 was not
better than that of SR2-strong 1. This result indicated that
while SR2 with a stronger setting provided perceptual beneﬁt
to listeners with severe hearing loss in comparison to SR2-off
or SR2-default, the recognition performance did not improve
further as the parameter setting became more aggressive.
Previous studies pointed out that while more aggressive
settings of NLFC increased the accessibility to high-frequency cues for certain phonemes such as sibilant fricatives or
affricates, the recognition performance of low-frequency
sounds decreased as a tradeoff effect due to the altered
formant relationship.27–29 In the present study, most participants had steeply sloping hearing loss with very high
thresholds above 4 kHz. The audiometric results of these
participants suggested that these participants need strong
settings with low CT and high CR to achieve “optimal”
outcomes for high-frequency sound recognition. With the
stronger settings, especially SR2-strong 2, the spectral features of the speech signal were substantially distorted as a
result of the low CT1 and CT2, which would have negated
potential improvement in speech recognition. Therefore, for
those patients with profound hearing loss, the beneﬁt of
hearing aids might be limited, and cochlear implantation
should be considered as an alternative intervention.
Although the participants showed improved detection
and recognition performance with SR2-default and with
stronger SR2 settings, the sound-quality rating did not
show signiﬁcant differences between SR2-off and SR2 activated with different settings (►Fig. 5). Nonetheless, sounds
with high-frequency components appeared to be rated lower. This might be due to a lack of acclimatization to the highfrequency sounds with SR2 in our participants. Previous
research suggested that sound-quality rating was negatively
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impacted with more aggressive SR2 settings.30 The stronger
SR2 setting (e.g., SR2-strong 1 and SR2-strong 2) alters the
speech signals with high-frequency components more aggressively. This could cause unwanted distortion of spectral
representations that might in turn lead to unpleasant perception of sound quality. In the present study, although no
improved sound-quality rating was found between SR2-off
and SR2 activated with different settings, there was no
deterioration of sound quality with various SR2 settings as
compared with the SR2-off condition. We found no signiﬁcant differences in the rating scores with the two strong
settings or with the weak or default settings. These results
suggest that stronger settings of SR2 were tolerated, as the
perceived sound quality was not reduced signiﬁcantly. Glista
and colleagues22 reported that while both normal-hearing
and hearing-impaired listeners rated the stimuli that were
intentionally modiﬁed to have poorer sound quality as
having below-average scores, the hearing-impaired listeners
provided similar above-average rating for sound quality with
all static and adaptive NLFC settings. Our ﬁndings, together
with the results reported in Glista et al,22 suggest that the
adaptive NLFC with strong settings may not negatively affect
sound-quality rating in hearing-impaired listeners.
The sample size in the present study was relatively small. In
addition, all participants had hearing aid experience with
Phonak products. Although none of them had used devices
ﬁtted with frequency-lowering algorithms before the study
was conducted, the subjective sound-quality rating could be
biased. Moreover, the present study only tested the thresholds
for speech recognition and phoneme detection after the initial
ﬁtting process. The limited set of outcome measures used in
the present study constrained the generalization of the current
ﬁndings to overall perception performance with the adaptive
NLFC algorithms. It is noteworthy that even though the
participants could detect different phonemes after compression, some phonemes such as /s/ and /ɕ/ become similar to /ʂ/
due to the lowered spectral prominences and become difﬁcult
to discriminate.7 Therefore, in a future study, more participants should be tested on different aspects of speech perception including detection, distinction, and recognition. Also, the
perceptual outcome with different types of NLFC algorithms in
comparison to NLFC-off should be evaluated at different times
to examine the factor of acclimatization in speech perception
with NLFC-ﬁtted hearing aids.

Conclusion
The preliminary study suggested that the adaptive NLFC
algorithm (SR2) provides perceptual beneﬁt to Mandarinspeaking people with severe-to-profound hearing loss. Speciﬁcally, a signiﬁcantly better performance in phoneme detection and speech recognition was found in SR2 with a more
aggressive setting (i.e., a higher CR and a lower CT) than with
the default setting. No major negative effects were observed on
sound-quality ratings among different SR2 settings. Given that
we only tested the phoneme detection threshold and sentence
reception threshold, it remains unclear whether the distortion
of spectral features as a result of stronger SR2 settings will lead
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to any negative effects on other aspects of speech perception.
Therefore, SR2 ﬁttings should be applied with caution and
should be accompanied by real ear or electroacoustic veriﬁcation measurements. Future studies should be conducted to
elucidate the relationship between audibility and distortion in
NLFC applied in hearing-impaired listeners.
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